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About This Game

Don’t Forget Our Esports Dream is a narrative game about the South Korean esports scene. Play as Bolt, a professional
StarCraft: Brood War player at a flashpoint in his career.

The next chapter

Meet a cast of characters including fellow esports pros, international competitors, and StarCraft fans as Bolt tries to find his
place within the world of esports in South Korea. Behind the backdrop of esports team houses, PC Bangs, and overseas

tournaments, new interactive StarCraft sequences and Glossary/Codex features expand upon the storytelling in this installment
of the esports visual novel.

Play like a pro

Don't Forget Our Esports Dream guides players through interactive StarCraft scenes that highlight actual actions players would
take when competing. The game also measures APM (actions per minute) similar to StarCraft, so players can see if they can

stack up against the best. The experience scales for all skill levels, no previous experience in StarCraft required.

Expanded dialog system

Interact with the cast through the Star Sense dialog system, which allows you to present terms collected through the Codex.
Presenting these terms unlocks player motivations and additional story around the world of esports.
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Gameplay Features

The next chapter - follow the story of Bolt as he tries to find his place among fellow esports competitors, with new
interactive features on top of the esports visual novel experience.

No previous knowledge of StarCraft or esports required - a story that is both accessible to new players and a love letter
to die-hard esports fans. An updated glossary feature allows new and veteran players alike to keep tabs on esports
terminology.

Raise your APM - interactive StarCraft scenes guide the player through gameplay they would experience in an actual
competitive match, without the ladder anxiety. Play like the pros with guidance on proper hotkeys to play at maximum
efficiency, with the capability to measure your APM (actions per minute) like a competitive player.

Star Sense dialog system - present terms about esports, strategy, and other characters through a redesigned dialog system
to learn more about the world of esports.
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don't forget our esports dream romance. reddit don't forget our esports dream. don't forget our esports dream. don't forget our
esports dream endings. don't forget our esports dream download

As a beginner, I found Sprinter Pro to be intuitive and easy to pickup and make quality animations. It enabled me to make a
great looking character animation for my first video game. The developer also provides easy to follow video tutorials which are
detailed and made me super productive very quickly.. I could not get past the controls. Dropping everything, as you have to
continuously grip the controller to hold onto items. Also, the game is too dark. You have to have the flashlight to see.. As of
today (11\/11\/2018) this game has received an update that completely overhauled the UI, graphics, and added some new
content including a horror\/halloween mode (which will be permanent, don't be fooled by the name "halloween" mode, I am sure
the devs will change this at a later date)

The devs are very much engaged in gathering and listening to community feedback. The developer clearly cares a lot about this
game and If you are a fan of games where you grind to get the highest score on the leaderboard, if you want to be #1 and
compete with others, this game is for you.

This game puts you in a hostile environment where you have to survive for a set amount of time, or in the horror mode, as long
as you can (with enemies that get stronger and stronger as the game progresses). The end goal is to gain the highest score that
you can get by killing animals, building, crafting, ... Basically it roughly comes down to your APM (actions per minute).

Even though this is the first real game made by a relatively new company, it is already in a very nice state and with all the
planned updates the devs mentioned on discord\/twitch, it seems like this is the kind of game every lover of the Survival,
roguelike, or builder genres will fall in love with.

Definitely give it a go! At the current price it is a total bargain and there will be much more content and gamemodes to come!.
for hard controll whit mouse or keyboard , it for diffult for me ,. Very surprised at so many negative reviews I thought this was
an epic short horror experience felt like I was literally in the ring VHS and cheap as spaghetti
https://youtu.be/_Ofykn98DOo. cloudphobia is a game I've played since the 2003 demo and I was looking forward for the day I
could play this game fully. And I'm glad it finally reached Steam.

Now allow me to say two things about this game. It's VERY SHORT and it's VERY HARD.

Why this game is hard?

While this shmup isn't a Danmaku, cloudphobia's difficulty lies in the 3 conditions to get a game over. By dying, by allowing the
mothership to be destroyed or by running out of time. To beat a level you need to finish it under 3 minutes if not you'll be
obliterated. Your mech have a booster that allows you to navigate throught the stage and quickly reach the boss but the main
issue with this is if you let enemies escape, your mothership will be damaged and you need to reduce your speed to take care of
them properly. Something to take on account is the fact the game have a hitstun if you're damaged. Something that's crucial for
a game where time is a base factor of the gameplay mechanic.

As if it wasn't enough, upon finishing a level the ammount of points you made in the stage will be responsible for your mech and
mothership's shield recharge and the missle stock as well. The more points you make, the more shield and missles will be
recharged. And you acheive a big score by not letting yourself or your mothership to be damaged at all, how many enemies are
destroyed with a salvo of missles and the bread-and-butter of the game: Kill as many normal enemies before going for the
commander (the red enemies) as they'll multiply the ammount of enemies destroyed so far with a larger bonus point basically.

And why it's short?

The game have 5 stages and you can beat this game under 10 minutes if you do it well. If wasn't the fact this game don't offers a
continue (so the only way to beat this game is by 1CC'ing) cloudphobia's replay value would be greatly minimized.

A part of me wished for cloudphobia to be lenghty but considering the game mechanic, I think it's great in the way it is. If you
want a shmup game that offers something other the the classic old-school or your typical Danmaku shooter, cloudphobia is a
nice game to consider.. I used to love playing bomberman, its classic. This game brings it back without bugs,performance issues,
lags. It's got a bigger community than I expected too. Lobbys seem to fill up no problem... Worth the install. Basic, fun, free
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EV meets a VN. Also the music is fantastic.. I really didn't see that coming. Check this one out. Very fun game. Be prepared for
lots of reading. The combat got tedious towards the end, and the character customization kind of took a downward turn in the
last 7 or so hours. The itemization was pretty bad towards the end, with only slight differences in %'s on gear. Kind of
disappointing. Overall though, very cool story and a fun play.. Amazing game!

The puzzles were great. There were puzzles with several "levels" to them, intuitive and incredibly fun! I did not solve every
single puzzle by myself but after seeing the solution to the one or two I cheated through it should have been possible to have
solved those as well. I think they are suitable for most people even though some are easier and some harder.

The story was also very good. It was interesting all the way through and it made me want to speed through some puzzles just to
get to hear the rest. I liked that there was voice acting as well as the notes and journals found. The sounds, music and visuals
created an awesome setting and feeling.

Somehow the game managed to create a beatiful yet a bit creepy atmosphere.

The only downside was that the mouse had acceleration (which I usually disable) and seemed to have a bug where the mouse
speed changed a bit when crouching or just in specific places in the world. It was very minor.

10/10. Slit my wrists with the guitar strings. After a developer commented, and they delivered updates again, I can gladly say
this game is worth it's currently price at any time if you're into this type of thing. Lots of rolling, lots of yelling, and lots of fun
to be had.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tOEovExIAdo
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